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Denver, Colo., .Tune C The prosecution in the second trial of Harold F
Kenwood charged with the murder of
George E. Copeland, who was an on-- I
looker in a local hotel barroom three
lyears ago, when Heuwood shot and
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ticket agent for the Pennsylvania
Railroad at the union station, was shot
and killed at noon today and his chief
clerk, Robert Caulley, was
fatally
shot, by IX ('. Sage, a clerk who had
failed to be promoted in recent staff
changes in the ticket department.
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Washington, June C Plans fjr tha
who represented beet sugar In- caucus
'
1
today appointed Representainer.
"base
investigation of the
terests opposed to free sugar. When tives Humphreys
speaker at a banquet this evening.
of Mississippi, CovColorado Springs. June 6. In order
held
Caldwell
In
his
ruling Judge
ball trust" were made today by Repri"
he told Oxnard he probably would ington of Maryland, and Doremus of to devote tomorrow to
REAL
ESTATE
IOWA
not
shown
sightseeing, that the prosecution had
sentative Gallagher of Illinois, who
GALVESTON NEWS
vote with his party in support of the Michigan to look into it.
DEALER COMMITS SUICIDE. ' EDITOR
the Colorado Master Plumber's asso- - that there had been any loss to the
'
FOUND DEAD IN BED. wilt have a hearing within a week beUnderwood bill, Oxnard replied that
T..
c
M
T.,,.
la.
TnB
elation has decided to hold a night bank inasmuch as the Provident
Galveston, Texas, June 0. John R. fore the house rules committc? on his
if the free sugar provisions were re- NEGRO DRAWS LIFE SENTENCE.
this evening, if
to ings bank had taken over the liabili- - ham, aged 65, a wealthy real estate
for the last 21 years managing resolution.
tained congress would "be here until! Dubuque, la., June 6. Louis Christo get unfinished business necessary,
Hedges,
out of the ties and assets of the trust company dealer committed suicide early today
tcitor of the Galveston News, was
the snow flies" before the bill could be pher, aged 53 years, a negro, was giv way. The principal
with
head
off
of
his
the
was
top
note
busiblowing
time
at
the
the
by
deposited,
remaining
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
passed. There had been a persistent en a life sentence in the penitentiary ness Is the election of officers. The that the note was good, for its face a shot gun. in health and despond- found dead in Mansfield, Ohio, this
to advices received working for you, for Santa Fe and
effort to influence his action on sugar, today for contributing to the
morning,
according
cause
as
the
of
are
the
have
in
been
was
no
evidence entry
assigned
executive ses value and that there
delegates
the new state.
in GalveBton.
wool and lead, Senator Thomas said, quency of several girls.
sion all day on routine matters.
'act.
of its abstraction or misapplication,
o
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WORDS FROM HOME.
And Many Are the Voices of Santa
Fe People.

Good Old Potatoes

CONVICT, For Bright Eyes
and Clear Nose
IS
FERNANDEZ,
into
Remnrkable Catarrh Cure That Gets

ESCAPED

When a Santa Fe citizen eoines to
Right
the front, telling his friends and
the Affected Part and Stope Gathering,.
can
ot
his experience, you
neighbors
rely on his sincerity. The statements
of people residing in far away places
do not command
your confidence.
Home endorsement is the kind that BERNALILLO COUNTY DEPUTY SHERbacks Doan's Kidney Pills. Such
Investigation
timony is convincing.
IFFS CAPTURE HIM ASLEEP UNproves it true. Below is a statement
DER A TREE.
WILL GET REWARD
ol a Santa Fe resident. No stronger
proof of merit can be had.
OF $100.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The public
S. S. K In a Wonder for the Ki--,
Koie
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
uud Tlirout.
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good. MOUNTED POLICE TO
Il N iloflnitely known that catarrh
For four or five years I was subject
!, cured by thu simple process o
to attacks of backache, often so seBRING HIM TO SANTA FE can
nui
hi., ling the blood with antidotal
I
vere that I was unable to work.
rm'...08 that stop Inflammatory conditried various remedies said to he
tion.'. ilirouKhiuit 'he mucous linings ot
llii! organs of the body.
This is
all
such
but
for
nothing
cures
troubles,
.lose Maria Fernandez, a "life" prisfamous Swift's Sure
benefited me until I used Doan's Kid- oner at the penitentiary who escaped doii" withor, tho
Is
as
it
widely known,
proved in a car of brick from the institution Speii.i
S. fS. S. It is taken into the blood Just
ney Pills. They promptly
their worth and effected a cure which oa May 20th, riding as far as Lamy ns iw; urally as the most nourishing
It spreads its influence over
has been permanent up to the present with Warden McManus, who was on food.
every organ in tho body, through all
time. My experience with Doan's the same train, was arrestd yesterday the v:ns and arteries, and enables all
surfaces to exchange inflamKidney Pills has been so gratifying afternoon in the Sandia mountains mucin
matory acids and other irritating subthat I gladly recommend them.''
miles
from
25
rear El Sedillo, about
stance."
for arterial elements that
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Albuquerque.
Three deputy sheriffs effectually cleanse the system and thus
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
an
end
lo all catarrhal pollution.
put
of Bernalillo county made the arrest S. S. S.
deans out the stomach ot
New York, dole agents for the United
and to them will be paid the $100 of- mucins accumulations,
enables only
States.
fered for the capture of Fernandez. purr,
materials to enter
Remember flhe name Doan's and
the
combines
with these
intestines,
of
Gits
Hunter,
Captain Fornoff and
food elements to enter the circulation,
take no other.
(the mounted police left this morning ami in less than an hour is at work
lor Albuquerque and will bring Fer thri iiKhout the body in the process of
LIKE A
nandez back to this city to continue purification.
MAN
Y"U will soon realize Its wonderful
lite time sentence which he so influence by the absence of headache,
the
A
MAD DOG AFTER
a decided clearing of the air passages,
nearly escaped serving.
nasal condition,
DRINK OF BEER The deputies who made the arrest aand a sense improved
of
relief that proves
were Quirino Coulter, Carlos Armijo how completelybodily
catarrh often infests
You will find
Daniel land Antonio Duran, and they captured the entire system.
Ann Arbor, Mich., June C
H. S. on sale at all drug stores at
S.
a
under
McGowan, of Danville, N. Y., will hes Fernandez as he lay sleeping
It is a remarkable
$1.00 per bottle.
itate a long time before he takes a tree with a big 45 caliber revolver in remedy for any and all blood affectias
on.-!,
such
eczema,
hand.
rash, lupus,
his
took
McGowan
of
geer again, for
glass
and all other
Sheriff Jesus Romero and Under tetl' r, psoriasis, boils,
one and shortly afterward the officers
blood.
For
of
conditions
the
dUcused
had him in a straight jacket and ou Sheriff Dick Lewis received a tip Wed- spi iul advice on any blood disease
:
In
confidence to The Swift Spethe way to University hospital, with nesday that Fernande was in hiding wrile
cific Co., 137 Swift
Atlanta, Ga.
what looked to the lay mind as a well some place in the San lias. The posse Do not delay to get Blilg.,
a bottle of S, S. S.
to
the
was
for
he
dispatched
immediately
case
of hydrophobia,
of your druggist.
developed
barked and frothed at the mouth con hills with instructions to bring Fer1
At
hazards.
tinuously and tried to bite his iaptors. nandez back at all
GOOD
McGowan came here to work for o'clock yesterday Under Sheriff Lewis SUDAN
He went received a long distance teiepnone
C. J. Snyder as a teamster.
FOR
Fenian-matet.) work Saturday and to his working ' message from L,a Tijera that
The
three
a
was
depuhe confided the fact that he had dez
prisoner.
The ranchers of this section and of
with the
but recently recovered from a severe ties reached Albuquerque
tl U state will be interested in know-i- i
convict at 3 30.
case of rabies.
a something about the experiments
Last February, ne said, he was bitCoulter, Armijo and Duran reached
ten by a rabid dog, and had done no- the mountains Wednesday afternoon. tint have been made with a grass that
will be more useful than alfalfa.
thing about it till March, when he de- Quietly they searched in the mounAccording to the department of ag- JlcGowan's tain villages for a man of Fernanveloped
hydrophobia.
ri
ulture at Washington, the new
listeners did not have to take his word dez's description. Several were found
for it, because he produced several who admitted they had seen a man Egyptian grass, known as "Sudan
grass," is going to minimize the dread
newspapers clippings from a Danville resembling Fernandez.
In one place it developed that a cf dry years. It says:
paper which told that his cure was
"The Sudan is a drought resisting
little less than a miracle, and that man bad hppn kppp two weeks niro.
plant and promises to supplant
when he was taken in hand by the
He bad
rnnvict
al1 ether grains for cattle feeding pur- Albany specialist he was snapping like cured other clothes and left the place
tne new ieea is strong uuu
,,,
poses.
a dog, barking and showing every sign
1UO
nobody knew where
;,.. ...
of having reached about the crisis of searched a good part of the night and xiuiuy aim giuws h rapiuiy a any
but requires compaatlvely no
the disease and that his recovery was crntinucd their search
yesterday. other,
a wonderful tribute to the skill of his Shortly after noon one of the deputies water. The new grass promises to
hppovnp the leading article for
hay
physician.
saw a man on the mountain side, lying
" '."TiTf?TJi
Last, night McGowan had a glass of under a tree. A big revolver was close producers.
"Three cuttings can be made in one
beer and left for his rooming place. beside him. The man looked the part
Experiments carried on at
About two o'clock this morning, peo- of a hunted being. His shoes were season.
ple living within a block of the Snyder worn and his clothes were almost in the Chico experimental station fully
verify the report made by the govhome were awakened by a great com- tatters.
ernment. There the grass was plant
motion in their barn and rushing out
no chances, the deputies
Taking
were horrified to see McGowan on all rrpnr nn nn thpir man. He was ed May 2, 1912, and two months later
bloom and from four to
and
fours, alternately barking
wnrn
...... out was in full
- '
,
...
,
i
f"t3 "B""JI ovi,iptiv
in height. July 16, nine
ping at objects and Ctiewing Uie Itg hmncr nnntiniinimlv nil thfi nlprt. six feet
was cut for
of an old table that was stored there.
arrest. With drawn guns the weeks after planting, it
have been carried
The table, which is larger than the fearing
closed in on him and Armijo hay. Kxperiments
posse
ordinary size, was chewed over half called out to him to surrender as they on in Texas, Virginia, North and
South Dakota, and each state proif. two.
were within a few feet of him.
t
nounced the new feed a success.
on
He was unable to stand
Fernandez jumped to his feet and
his feet, but kept on all fours and 'found himself surrounded by the When the culture of Sudan grass bewhen he saw people about him, he deputies, one of whom had captured comes general, experts say that there
will be no need to fear a 'dry year.' "
made vicious attempts to get at them, his gun.
snapping and yelping in his rage.
"You fellows would never have takState of Ohio, city of Toledo, Lucas
Four policemen and a physician er, me if you hadn't caught me
ss.
county,
him
and
getting asleep,'' said Fernandez. "I would
finally overpowered
Frank ,T. Cheney makeB oath that he
him in a straight jacket took him to have killed you all. It's pretty lucky
T
ia cniilAK noi.lnci nf 1ip firvn ftf
the hospital.
for you that you caught me while '
the
in
&
business
Co.,
doing
Cheney
Then along comes one of the univer- was lying down.
of Toledo, County and State
Fernandez
said that he escaped City
sity specialists in rabies, Dr.
and that said firm will pay
and says it wasn't rabies at from the penitentiary, riding in aj aforesaid,
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLal. He admits that the man had place that had been fixed for him in the
LARS for each and every case of Caprobably suffered from that disease a car of brick. He declined to say
cannot be cured by the use
in some stage, a few weeks back, and who were his fellow conspirators. tarrh that
HALL'S
CATARRH CURE.
of
recurof
fear
was
in
constant
that he
Reaching Lamy, Fernandez says he
FRANK J. CHENEY.
c
rence of the trouble.
jumped from the train and struck
Sworn to before me and subscribed
the hills. The following day the in my
The glass of beer, he said, went to
this Cth day of Dehis head, and fear of rabies, mixed penitentiary automobile, with search- cember, presence,
A. D. 1S8C.
with the beer, caused what was to all ers, pased him so closely that lie (Seal.)
A. W. GLEASON, ;
could have hit the party with a stone.
appearances, rabies.
Notary Public
From Lamy Fernandez walked south
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internand east into the mountains, having ally and acts
directly upon the blood
COLLEGE GIRL IS
a desperate time of it for the first and mucous surfaces
of the
IN FUNNY GARB few days in efforts to secure food Send for testimonials, free. system.
enough to keep him alive. For the F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
last week Fernandez wandered about
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
6.
One
fearfully in the
New York, June
hills, traveling on foot from vilTake Hall's Family Pills for
dressed Barnard undergraduate threw
lage to village.
irorningside Heights into a turmoil
In
Fernandez admitted to Under
and made it necessary for the police Sheriffjail Lewis that he was
waiting
to take a hand in restoring oder about
under the tree for a man who had
Columbia
the
university grounds.
been suspicious of his identity, whom
I
The costume was a slit skirt, a Hyhe Intended to kill. This man,
ing panel that scraped up ihe dust
said, was on his trail, riding a
five feet behind and la jacket with
Theta Kappa white horse. He planned to shoot the
the mystic symbols,
The girl man, take the horse and get out of
Alpha, in flaring orange.
Did you ever stop to think of
to sleep
wore a Hessian hat. In one nand she the country. He had dropped
of the
the
for
moment
this
while
lor
a
deep significance
waiting
in
and
the
carried a tiny red parasol
above
man to appear when the Bernalillo
colloquialother waved a yellow and red flag.
ism?
officers descended upon him
Through which followed the young county
was
It is estimated that more than
woman evidently an initiate in one of suddenly and captured him. He
95 per cent of the population of
the secret fraternities, became so sent up from Grant county in 1911 for
serve 99 years.
the United States that can read
geat that a policeman had to rescue murder, sentenced to
and escort her back to Brooks
are newspaper readers.
Hall.
DOVE OF PEACE
The quotation, or rather the
of the
universal
repetition,
ON BRYAN'S SEAL
same thought signifies to what
a tremendous extent the pubJune 6. Secretary
Washington,
lic depends upon the press for
Bryan has just made for himself a priits ideas and daily information.
vate seal of which he is especially
Not so very long ago "I see
Rid
of
to
These
Get
Time
of
the
is
the
is
a
It
Now
design
proud.
replica
the papers'' referred nearly
by
in
the
on a coin that was circulated
Ugly Spots.
to some news happenalways
need
There's no longer the slightest
time of Alexander the Great, which
ing, but today the expression is
of feeling ashamed of your freckles, Colonel Bryan obtained while on his
just as likely to indicate store
as the prescription othine double tour around the world. The design
news advertising news: the arremove
to
is
bird
aloft.
man
a
discloses
a
guaranteed
holding
slrength
rival of some choice merchanThe bird is said to resemble a falcon,
these homely spots.
some change in style, a
dise,
whose
but Secretary Bryan,
peace
Simply get an ounce of othine
new idea in apparel, or any one
double strength from your druggist propensities are well known, insists it
of a hundred interesting and
druggist and apply a little of It night is a "dove of peace.'
constantly .changing bits of inTo escape the onerous task of affixand morning and you should soon see
crowd the
formation
which
that even the worst freckles have ing his own signature to the mess of
reliable
of
the
daily papages
over
comes
his
which
begun to disappear, while the lighter correspondence
SANTA FE
pers like THE
ones have vanished entirely. It is sel- desk. Mr. Bryan hit upon the scheme
NEW MEXICAN.
dom that more than an ounce is need- of a private seal and stamp bearing
ed to completely clear the skin and the, words "William J. Bryan," which
There Is, indeed, much worth'
will be used on all documents and
while that one may "see by the
gain a beautiful clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double papers of purely routine character.
papers" if he will but study the
i
strength othine as this is sold under
idvertising pages.
New Mexican Want Ads alwayt
guarantee of money back if it fails
brine results. Try
to remove freckles.

t

FOR,

INTER

GROCERY CO.
PHOUE 40.

out you can find it

our. .store at
iue Lowest price
in

I

Wood

oal

Foster-Milbur-

ACTS

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double 0 J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Ari
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

Best
Route

I

JESI

IfZE

East
or
West

For Rate and Full Information Address

CITrrMK' COY

a. F.

P. AQENT,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

&

TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
WHAT
OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND WE CAN SOON GIVE YOU
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON THE PRICE AND
YOU WANT.
TIME ON THE SALE. WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
AND THAT IS THE BEST WE CAN BUY, BUT OUR
PRICES ARE
DOING
BY
FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE COULD NOT SUCCEED
BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.

Phone

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

I

'

'The West Point of the Southwest.

7

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the
War Department.

S.

U

In the beautiful Fecoa
Valley. 3,"00feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sesConditions tor physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

Located

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POX, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

m
c

Tor particulars and Illustrated

cats-ogu-

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

h

I

IN

'

RITE MASONIC

SANTA FE, N. M

REUNION

JUNE 16, 17 AND 18, 1913.

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec,N.M., Durango.Colo.,
Antonito, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
directly intermediate stations.
SELLING DATES:
N. M.,

June

12th.

From Farmington and Aztec,
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June 13th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 1 4th,

RETURN LIMIT, JUNE 20TH.
WM. M. SCOTT, T.

r.

& P. A.,

239 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

.

:rr. ivr.

tiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii iiimiiiiiiiiHiiiis

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most impo-

rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be

POWER
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove Is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and nght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

j

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Cum-ming-

i

in-t-

" See by the

Papers'

SCOTTISH

Phone

desired.

snap-,Urht,- v

z

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

LIGHT

,

NEW MEXICO

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

jh

i

W

i

Ay

:

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

-

'MY- -

GRASS
THE SOUTHWEST

s

FROM SANTA FE

The

n

blood-makin-

SAWED WOOD

Domestic Lump

NEW THINGS. WE.

KEEP up With the:
TfME- - WHEN
--THING
NEW COMZS

te'

85c Per Cwt.

RE50LVED
are ontheVatch

We

CAD6HT

AT- -

6, 1913.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Wood

3oa1

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

it

& S. F. Railroad Depot

SCOTTISH

Spring is Here!

RITE
REUNION

Why not have that
Upholstering Done
and Furniture Re-

SANTA FE, N. M.,

paired?

JUNE

We make Mission Furniture,
Shelving, Counters, 5 tepi adders, and do all kinds
of repairing.

157 W.

:;

SANTA FE. N. M.

n

ry
II
a

yV
IH

Mexico.
Dates of Sale, June 14, 15, 16.
Return Limit; June 21, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE.

NEW MEXICAN PEINTING

CO.

k
1

Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

oj&

p

Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Units as desired.

gjMflBgSsglLJ

desk and bookcase ever nude.

mtBHf

A

Roomyconvenienattracbtlities.

C;

us about it,

write of phot

-

1913.

one-fif- th

NOVELTY WORKS.
X04 GAI.I3TEO ST.

Telephone

1618,

For this occasion the A., T. &
S. F. R'y will sell tickets to
Santa Fe and return atone'and
fare for the round
trip from all points in New

J.F. RHOADS

FRECKLES

"

T- -

rl I

J
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J

jyjjgjj,
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SANTA

6, 1913.
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adopted.
referred to the finance committee with
is "the most fundamental and just so- tion, and possibly with occasional inA resolution by R, L. Baca, relative power to act.
It is MAYOR AND HEALTH
lution of woman's vasalage." The lib- justices to innocent persons.
Alderman Schumaker presented a'
to the payment to Contractor Blunt
ertine is alarmed at the possibilities of quite true that in some instances
for work done in laying sidewalks petition for the building of a bridge)
man paternity would not be easily traceblackmail, but the serious-miudeACT
TO
COMMITTEE
near the New Mexico Central rail- over the "Arroyo de las Mascaras"
whose life Is far fom "the red light able and in a very few cases designwhich crosses the old Santa Fe trail
road was also adopted.
district" says: "Let the confusion ing women might take advantage of
come. Punishment will fall upon the the law, but these cases would be off- The action of the mayor in writing as it leads out of the city to the
BY THE COUNCIL
to Hiram Phillips, a St. Louis civil north, near the federal building. The
LEGITIMIZING CHIL- - wrong doer the heartless poeurer, set by the emphasized responsibility OFFCIALS GIVEN POWER
NOVELIST WRITES POWERFUL PLEA FOR
of
and
manhood
the
enforced
care
and
the
the
bigamist."
engineer, and the correspondence in petition received the endorsement of.
prolligate,
OREN OF HELPLES LITTLE WOMEN WHOM MEN HAVE BETRAYTO PROCEED WITH WATER INVESTIGthe members of the council.
the matter was approved.
We admit that this is an overturn- education which the mother and child
ED.
FRANCHISES
A sidewalk ordinance for new walks
OF ALL
ATIONCOPIES
On motion of Alderman Schumak- of all the laws governing the past would receive under the law. A stating
on Galisteo street was passed.
The
jii soul, a toy whose fate is of no more of women, but, then, 1 repeat, this is ute of this character would react with
(By Hamlin Garland.)
er
the
to
clerk
was
WATER
NEW
PIPES
USED
BE
instructed
city
TO
(Copyright, 19111, By the Newspaper account than that of a cat or monkey. the age of women and children,
in tremendous power upon the recruiting
procure certified copies of all the clerk announces that as soon as the
DON CASPAR
and the fact that nil the disgrace and
ORDERED PUT IN ON
Enterprise Association.)
franchises that had been given to the street committee fills in the ditches
matters of this kind 1, for one, do not stations of the army whose feet lay
The second and most vitally con-- ! til) the pain and most of the moral intend to be bound by the past. Ou hold of hell the hell of endless spolia
Water and Light company by both that the work on the sidewalks menAND CARLTON AVENUES.
tioned can proceed.
cerned party in this question of legiti- - decay which result from man's bestial the
tion and swift decay.
the city and county of Santa Fe.
I am
concerned
only
contrary,
The council then adjourned and the
at the last with the needs of the present and the
missing the children born out of wed- - bilfishness are written
The
mayor and health committee, matter of the water
lock is the woman, the unwed girl- - urinlysis upon the faces of women and lure of the future.
investigation wilt
The council met last night to take consisting
INJURED SUFFRAGETTE
of Alderman
Renehan, be taken up by the mayor and health
IN CRITICAL CONDITION. up unfinished business from the meetmother of the child I say girl, be- - generally on the faces of
Schumaker and R. S. Lopez were givThe injustice of man, the pitiless-rtescommittee as soon as Mr. Phillips arthe records show that by fur the ers, does not seem to trouble the
Epsom, Eng., June (1. The condi- ing of Tuesday evening.
en full power to act in the matter of
of society and the lack of
rives in the city, which will be
finto
were
these
of
those
who
the
the
referred
of
make
"natural"
tion of Miss Emily Wilding Davison,
number
laws,
Reports
same
to
the
the
presenting
engineer
paternal support and guidanceoften the militant suffragette who was so ance committee.
dren are born of mothers under ttevrn-- ! We who ask for justice do not deny sends
and
look
him
into
the
having
subject
these unwed mothers to the
a share of physical desire to woman.
teen years of age.
injured while interfering with
The following resolution of R. S. of the water supply for the city, and
brothel or the street. There is no severely
NOTICE.
the king's horse in the derby
on
was
and
Corruption begin in a majority cf! Every normal female inclines toward other
to
adopted:
determine what is needed and
presented
place for them to go. Only In a Wednesday, became much worse to- Lopez
All
- the male
tax
of
an
inexorable
maidspecial
seduction
force
of
the
payers and all corwith
the
for
council
the what can be done to improve the
by
Resolved, by the city
(uses
few cases do they escape open dis- t u at the very time when, in
day. She passed a restless night and city of Santa Fe that the Santa Fe same, in keeping with the franchises porations are required to have their
passing law, and union is to the maiden a grace and punishment.
remittances in the office of the colthe doctors consider the symptoms Water and Light, company are request- that the company hold.
from child to woman, her judgment is much more wonderful and
Prostitution is at bottom a question grave.
lector of internal revenue on or beIf :ist clear, her powers of resistance to event than any man can really im
ed and directed to lay and extend
L.
Alderman R.
Baca moved that fore
ina- of
a
of
the
the commencement of business on
economics,
question
on
Don
Gasrac
she
is
was
for
matrix
of
water
the
Miss
for
on
the
at
weakest
Davison
their
and
this
her
ngine,
pipes
passion
carrying
operated
Mr. Robinson use his best oflices to
bility of the unwed mother to earn her afternoon.
as well as its inescapable martyr.
Surgeons declare her con- per avenue, from Buena Vista avenue secure the proposed sanitarium of the July 1st, or suffer the penalties thu
idealizing vision most intense.
she realizes the character of the own living easily and securely and dition critical.
Her relatives
have to Carlton avenue, and on Carlton Brotherhood of American Yeomen for law imposes.
Just at this moment when she needs
chivalrous protection,
often before overpowering hunger of her blood be- decently, a denial of her natural rights been summoned to her bedside. The avenue from Galisteo road to the old Santa Fe, in line with the action
It will not pay you t waste your
life, doctors fear her case is hopeless.
Pecos or Fort Union road, and there
she is fourteen years of age, she is the fore she has time to acquire Knowl- to a joyous and
taken at the recent meeting of time
out your legal forms
to
incause
she
when
for
a
and
be
the
at
any
shall
yields
(ire
of
love
placed
plug
vicwhat
her
and
the
of
victim
means,
edge
really
the chamber of commerce on the sub- when writing
possible
quarry
can
is
anatheDon
you
she
Carlthenceforth
New
the
of
and
get them already print
Work
for
tersection
the
Mexican.
is
tempter
It
is
time
and
of
men.
Caspar
ious
upon iier,
temptation
They dog her steps to
ject.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
working for you, for Santa Fe and ton avenues.
A communication
for the purchase
school, they entice her to the theatre she all too frequently becomes the vic- ma, all doors are shut against her.
Is she then a criminal or an un the new state.
was unanimously of a vault cleaner and a wagon was pany.
The resolution
and where opportunity
offers they tim, not. merely of her own inherited
is anything gained by
tendencies, but of the lawless lust of fortunate?
Work for the New Mexican. It id
an irresponsible man and enters upon hounding her from one dark hiding!
f orking for you, for Santa Fe and
months of weariness and pain, burden- place to another, by forcing her into
the new state.
saloons and tenements, by surround-ed, outlawed and despairing.
This, I claim, is monstrously unjust. ing her with dope fiends, obscene
For the man's part in this serioiiB revelry and tumult?
Would Christ
transaction neither weakens nor in share in such a ruthless pursuit?
DISCHARGES
capacitates him for daily business on 1 say our attitude toward these
other pleasure.
small, helpless creatures is unworthy
BELIEVED IN
1
in fact, our present system of sex- the citizens of a republic.
j
HOURS
ual morality seems to be only that
Their lives are piteously short and
Kach
which the heroic esisting power of for the meat part full of disease and
bears MIDYj
young girls (or defective children) pain. The vice report declares that
the rmitn:jr
forces upon the conquering sex.
the avera ', j length of the career of at.
Beware of counttreits
"The woman tempted me and I did outcast woman is less than ten years.
A I.I. lUtUOHISTS
which
the
From
into
whined
dark
haunts
our
in
ancestor
eat,"
primal
man's
streams
tire garden, and down
forced
laws
have
these
through the
ages the dominant male has made the of tragic creatures, issues physical
female the excuse for all his moral corruption which finds its way Into
the war- - the bodies of refined wives, into the
shortcomings.
Essentially
nors glorying in their stuggle, men eyes of innocent babies, into the
An
have made their chastity dependent hones of beautiful daughters.
not so much on
as on the enormous amount of blindness is adAll other chocolates seem
of little girls,
mittedly due to the contamination of
bus
We do not say that men shall not innocent women by dissolute
HAMLIN GARLAND.
just ordinary after you once
tun joy ol love, we recognize bands.
U. S. GIGANTIC DRYDOCK USFD FOR REPAIRING BATTLESHIPS
IT IS LOCATED AT ALO.NGAPO,
abduct and enslave her. Furthermore, jiiuve
Wo assert that if the acts of the
uie tuiut; ui uicii. juy, uul we any im .y
PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS.
i
try efcp&& They are just
iihe is in constant danger of contami shall be compelled to pay in full fur outlawed woman are a crime punishnation by her schoolmates, sometimes their pleasure, not with a few dollars, able by the law, then the man who "They Need Them, We Don't, So
is
mit
that
need
That
the
United
doesn't
States
as pure and wholesome as they
Why
only waiting for,
Japan
by the very boys who should be her not by means of a gown or a chain of made her what she is, who is the
Not Let Them Have the Islands?" Uncle Sam to hint that he wants to colonies for excesB population or ex
We secured the
protectors boys who, in their tun;, jewels, but by bearing the full respon- stronger, whose body is designed for
sell."
ploitation, but has all that it can are delicious.
Say those Who Favor Scheme
have been corrupted by their vulgar, sibility of their deeds.
the battle of life, should be responsiFriends of the proposition point out handle in taking care of its affairs.
"They Are Liability to U. S., and
elder.
agency for the Huyler line
thoughtless or
That. Japan needs the Philippines
All the pain and sorrow and shame ble to society.
Would Prove Asset to Japan."
that this country forgot the Monroe
We need not waste any sympathy which follows seduction should not fall
for
colonization
6.
"Sell
Doctrine
.Judge Hopkins of the Chicago
when
June
purposes.
the
it bought land in the
Seattle, Wash.,
knowing there is nothing finer,
on the seducer.
As a man of active upon the woman, and this account- morals court was quoted recently as Philippine islands to .Japan!"
Orient.
It is pointed out that this is an age
I
I
wid'5
sex.
life know my
have a
ability (which we shall demand of saying to the policemen who had
Whether or not a movement to
Other reasons advanced for their of reciprocity; that Uncle Sam is even and because we know too that
now considering the ceding to Canada
knowledge of men from top to botom them) will be made clear to the liber-- brought two disorderly women before bring about a sale will be launched sale are:
will
unconsciously
of our social group. I have no illus- tine when he is assured that every his bar: "Where are the men in the in this country, is now under discusof a strip of southwestern
Alaska, people
The
islands
source
are
a
of
military
ions concerning the attitude of the child of his begetting shall have legal case? I want the male offenders. sion by members of the Seattle Comcuts
which
off
a
deal
of
British
great
of our stock
the
value
and
naval
the
will
expense;
garrison
judge
male and I understand even if 1 do not claim upon his name and fortune. The There will be no double standard of mercial club.
have to be increased from year to Columbia's land from the sea, and that
Hhiire the freemasonry of the libertine, gay (responsibility of the philanderer morality in this court."
"Sell them quick, thty are a lia- year if the investment of American the sale of the Philippines to Japan by the individual lines we
i have heard
would make Nippon our friend
forIn this noble utterance is a conden- bility," Is the
boast of con- will darken with thought once he
plea of those who favor capital there is to be encouraged.
We vi.l be glad to
ever, and be practical fulfillment of carry.
quering a girl's reserve and laughing knows that his action conveys to the sation into plain and simple words of the plan.
The
excuse
for
them
Is, the Golden Rule.
holding
ft her agony of remorse. "I use them mother of his child the rights of tt the whole crusade which we intend to "You can't sell them without admit- - that only
confec- have you judge
they help American trade in the
The sale of the islands would inand, turn them loose," I once heard a., wife, and to her offspring the name wage. Shall seduction be a misdeto the world that the United ;far east. Eliminating the trade made
ting
so
much
volve
In
man say, and
international red tape tionery is soon as convenient.
meanor or a marriage? gjiall men be
this dia- and dower of an heir.
States made a mistake in buying necessary by military occupation, the that those interested
bolical declaration of rights you have
are making
The mere suggestion that the birth permitted to prey upon women with- them," is the
of those op- remaining trade at present, is negli- haste
argument
In packages from ioc. up.
condensed the whole theory of re- of a child shall constitute a true mar- out proper share of responsibility for
slowly and so far, the project,
to it.
when compared to the trade
posed
gible,
morseless and libidinous men.
although before the club officially has
their acts? Or shall we hold man to
riage lines up the men of one's
with
and
China.
to
Japan
"It would be foolish
start such a
Let us be honest and quite frank
only reached the talking stage. The
in two opposing camps. To be as he is, the chief offender?
move only to have Japan say, 'thanks,
That the islands will be difficult thing to be decided is "shall the gov- about this. Woman to these men is some it suggest "aoualling confusion,
It is not possible to make a vast
but I don't want 'em,' but the high- - to hold in case of war with any for eminent be encouraged to sell the I.
merely a thing, female brute, without gross injustice to men." To others, it! change of this kind without some fric est
Japanese on the Pacific coast ad- eign power.
Philippines to Japan."
THOUSANDS OF

IT IS TIME TO END OUR PITILESS INJUSTICE
TOWARD UNMARRIED MOTHERS, SAYS
NOTED AUTHOR.
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According to an executive order
issued by President Wilson, prac
Pootmast
ticaliy all Fourth-Clas- s
ers will be compelled to take a
Civil Service examination to determine whether they may continue to
hold their offices. These examinations will be open to all other applicants who may want the

'My Country Seeking Land Because
It Has No Room for its People," He
Says, in Interview Telling Why His
Country Would Welcome Offer to
Buy the Islands.
(The following is the statement of
one of the most influential and best
informed Japanese on the Pacific
coast. His official position and name
cannot be mentioned, but his remarks

Appointments

concerning Japan's attitude In regard
to the proposition now before the Seattle Commercial Club, to sell the Philippines to Japan, are an eye opener in
international affairs on the Pacific.
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Seattle,

CORREGIDOR,-

-

THE GIBRALTAR OF

GUARDS ENTRANCE

TO MANILLA

BAY.

THE FAR EAST, WHICH
IT IS HEAVILY FORTIFIED.

international etiquette de- their plane of living. It is very noticethat Japan keep silent on able to the leaders in my country. t
The Japanese of today cannot
thiB subject, and nothing can ever be
on the meagre fare which was
done unless the United States offers
sufficient for his ancestors. He eats
to sell.

Germany in the Orient is as greatly
feared by the people as that of Russia. The purchase of the Philippines
by any of these powers would have
bfecn but aggression and interference
more, wears more and wants more to in Oriental affairs.
Nothing that this country could do
This only accentuates our
The United States is looked upon as
would so thoroughly cement the ties spend.
a power of peace.
of good feeling now existing
between problem.
Japan, becoming more civilized, Conditions have changed rapidly with
the United Slates and Japan than for muBt
have room in which to grow. The our people. Now we need farms.
an
offer.
the former to make such
In our rush to go somewuere, to
possession of the Philippine.! would
It is pointed out that my people solve the problem for years to come, find land, to live, our people went first
because possibly for all time.
must keep to themselves
fo Hawaii and then
to the Pacific
ithey live on a different plfine and
It is not with the Idea of displacing coast. There are probably 5(1.000 in
be assimilated
cannot
by white the United States in the Orient that California, 10,000 in Washing: on, and
races. If this is true no greater we wouM iike the Philippines for
half that number In Oregon. Now the
could happen to Japan than !an WOuld rather have
the United emperor allows no more to come lest
to be allowed to purchase thj Islands statpg iloWing colonies near Japan, we offend a
Yet
hospitable neighbor.
nearest her for colonization :,urposes. ithan any other nation.
there are thousands more vho need
The purchase
But I hope this difference in plane
of the Philippines farms.
It is even now from Spain by America, was most
will not exist long.
We are in the market for farms,
disappearing. We are but a young welcome, for it was feared that they but In the international market the
nation.
It can't be done in a day, might falls into the hands of European buyer must sit and wait He cannot
but my people are rapidly rising in 'powers. Aggression by England and 'offer to buy.
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books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
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wernicite period in Doorcases, now, dooks ana tneir
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
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SELL THE PHILIPPINES.
part of the same string of islands, threat in spite of all the explanations
"Hand out 'white man's burden' to would be of greater value to Nippon 'that could be made.
than any other country In the world.
Japan.
Japan must sit and wait.
"Sell the distant Philippine Islands
"That the possession of t'uese isEvery inch of her soil is under cul- to the growing empire of the East, lands by Japan would at one? solve
itlvation and yet there is not enough
which, owing to its geographical loca- jher greatest problem, by giving her a food to
go around.
tion, is far more able to colonize and vast territory to people with her
So it was pointed out to the comcivilize the Igorrote, the Malay and
population."
An interview with one of the most mercial club of Seattle that they would
the subjects of Sulu's sultan."
influential Japanese in the northwest be doing a splendid thing if they fa- The arguments over California's
land law brought it all about.
resulted In the discovery that the thered a proposition to encourage this
Students of the situation said Jap- Japanese already knew that this was government to live up to "The Golden
an must have an outlet for her exces- one key to the situation, but owing 'Rule."
But the sale of the Philippines is a
sive population. Jingolsts, seeing war jto the red tape of international cour-itesin every move, shrieked, "The Japan
the little brown men can't even stupenduous undertaking.
mention the value of the Philippines.
ese will grab the Philippines."
It is a juggle in world politics, some- This Japanese, whose name must be thing to handle with care, so the
They looked it up and this is what
withheld because of the rumpus that Seattle Commercial Club is making
they found:
"That the Philippines, an almost en- it would cause If printed, said that if haste slowly, looking at It from all
tirely undeveloped group of islands his country should offer to buy the sides, and listening to what the people
lying so near Japan as to be almost a Philippines, it would be taken as a have to say.
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pays us high as $1000 a year, with
Money Order and Registry Fees ex
tra, but it is worth several times
that amount to any merchant. The
entire population served by the
Post Office and its Rural Routes
conies into his store to transact
business. Thousands of dollars of
additional trade can thus be se
cured.
If you have the Post Office, you
can't afford to lose it. If you don't
have the Post Office, NOW is your
chance to get it. The office will go
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By H
June 6 Japan
Wash.,
would welcome an offer from the
United States to sell, the Philippine
Islands.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PACE FOUR

Douat won the third set, six to one.
The fourth set of the Williams-Dous- t
match opened with the American making desperate efforts to steady his play
und he volleyed with great care trying to pass Doust on the side lines and
Hicceeding so well that he won thy
and
last two games by scores of
(;.

m

BASEBALL

METROPOLITAN.

THE

WINNING

BROOM

Standing of the Clubs.

v

National League.

Won. Lost. l'ct.

Club.

24

VI

Ml

22
2
22
22
20
15

17
18

,.17

28

.004
,550
.512
.512
.455
.:!95
,37S

Philadelphia

New York
jl'.iooklyn
Chicago

I ittsburgh
SI. l.ouis

Boston
Cincinnati

21

21
24
2

i

American League,

Won. Lost. Pet.

Club.

Chicago

iWiSrl

Whisk liroom found the winning of

the Metropolitan an easy task. Riddel
.,
ii.. tin
Vnttpr
w
nftprl
..v..-u, ir,lt-iiviitr Inn
inuoiei mil)
at
the
post,
being left

WINNING THE
WHISK BROOM
METROPOLITAN RENEWAL, WITH

1?

"Whisk liroom won with some to spare.

The "after" story of the race is a
tribute to Joe Notter as a race rider.
The starter left Whisk Broom standing as the horses got away and when
stride he hail
the horse got int) b
catch
to
up.
to do some running
of
consisted
Notter's exhibition
sneaking through on the rail and risk-
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,'"r'rlil1
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THE BIG HUNT ON
FOR NEW PLAYERS

Washington

Boston
St. Louis
Detroit
'Now York

13
21

.553,

24
19
20

IS

20
24
21
30

9

33

.545
.4421
.392
.375
.214

;.,

j

Won. Lost. Pet.

Club.
Denver . .
Pi. Joseph .
.
Lincoln
Omaha . . .
P(jS Moines
IS lle scraped the rail.
'l;g a rokfcn
Sioux City .
He had the race well in hand at the Topeka . .
heart of the stretch and won by Wichita . .

.

.29

,.2S

14
17

.074

19

,54S
.523
.4S8
.405
.405
7'!

knuths.

!,:

j

;

and even these are being held at pro- couple of
sluggers somehibitive prices in the vain 'hope that where and he is willing to part with
big sales can be made before the five men to obtain two.
;
draft.
The Reds have been altered since
The National league is in what Jack lust fall far. more thoroughly
than
London would call "a yeasty ferment," lcost of the bugs realize. Of the men
and the fermentation is further stirred v.ho were on the pay roll at this time,
uii by a lot of curious circumstances. one year ago, Bescher, Bates, Hoblit-ztll- ,
Every manager is trying to lose some
Marsans, Egan, Grant, Almeida,
batsman, and
Suggs and Benton remain. Added
hitters who couldn't have been even since that date: Tinker, Becker,
cntionea as waning maienai iwo
Smith,
Kling, Blackburn,
ago can be had now for a song Ames, Groh, Devore, Packard, Johnor a cheap recruit proviaea we re son, Harter, Brown and Nelson. Since
emit bats
Tyrus Whax-o- April 10 of this season only six
Cobb and Tris Speaker are still veeks Severoid, From mo. Chapman,
but the managers Betts, Powell, Works, McManus, Dahl-grebatting
are
McDonald and Mclntire have dejust the same, and
are trying to work off their portside parted. Coming fast, going faster.
batsmen. You couldn't have forced
forced McGraw to part with Josh WOLGAST ODDS ON FAVORITE
'
Devore in 1911 now the Reds get him
IN COMING BOUT.
deal!
as boot in a
Los Angeles, Calif., June 6. When
Boston wants an outfielder, right- odds of 10 to 6 on Ad Wolgast in his
ly nd batter, heavy hitter, and would scheduled 20 round bout with Johnny
even sacrifice one good pitcher for Dundee, of New York, next Tuesday
him. Tinker would like to have the night were offered today without any
gard- takers, it was predicted that the forpitcher, but has only
eners to give.
mer lightweight champion would be
The Cubs have seven outfielders, a 2 to 1 favorite before the ring time.
but would take another, if he hits from
Both fighters expect to discontinue
the right side. Murphy and Evers heavy training Sunday.
are frantic for pitchers, two of them
if possible. Zimmerman and Evers are FAMILIAR FIGURE IN
BASEBALL HISTORY DEAD
at war. Even Schulte, so the word;
flies, is trading material now.
gt. Louis, Mo., June 6. Chris von
Down at the bottom of the shaft sitjder Ahe, owner of the old St. 1niis
and
the Reds, peering un at the other clubs champion ball team of 1SS3-Sfor any material that can be obtained. years ago one of the best known baseThe recent deal with New York can ball magnates in .the country, died at
do no possible harm and may do a his home here late yesterday.
great deal o good and Tinker has at
least three other deals in sight. His RITCHIE-RIUER- S
whole idea right now is to get a
right-hande- d
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.707
.717
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Philadelphia
k'leveland
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THE MAN WHO KILLED

three-for-on-

HE'S

THE

Here is First Pictures Published in
Killed Luther McCarty in Recent

League.
At Washington
St. Louis
Washington
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THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The On' New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
every flold of knowl-c-clf,An Encyclopedia in a
sicgle book.
The Only Dictionary with the
Nov Divided Pa'e.
27CO Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 migrations. Cost nearly
half a mii:ion dollars.
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remarkable single volume.
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have approved
systems, good
typewriters, good paper
and careful stenographers,
but many are unaware of
the need for good carbon
of the troubles
paper
poor copies may later

IjPv,

bring.
Be fortified against

e

oc-

disadvantage
curring from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of progressive business houses
and look into

ARTHUR

Immediately following the death of
Luther McCarty, a lot of white hopes
put In a claim for the white heavybeweight championship and some
were
ones
quick
or
prejudiced
nighted
to concede that this or that hunk of
beef had the best right to grab the
dead man's crown. Strangely enough
the one man best entitled to the
championship, in fact the only one-Ar-thur
Pelkey put In no claim, possibly believing that that procedure
was not necessary, it being conceded
to him by right of precedent. McCarty vent down and out while fighting Pelkey and failed to arise at the

PELKEY.

mum

CARBON
PAPER

and distinct. The inks (black, blue,
The copies made are clean,
or blur. MultiKopv is clean to handle and
purple, green and red) do nut inrub
The following list names the varieties
six varieties:
Made
wonderfully
and gives manifolding power of each:
long-live-

When Referee Ed Smith
counted 10 over the prostrate form of
McCarty, Pelkey became champion of
the world and until he is defeated, he
alone has right to the title. He defeated the champion, and that is sufficient. The rules are plain on that
score. They say. "If either man fall
he
through weaknes or otherwise,
must get up unassisted, 10 seconds
being allowed him to do so. . . . and
if one man fails to come to the scratch
in the 10 seconds allowed, it shall be
in the power of the referee to give
the award in favor of the other man.
Pelkey may not be A champion, but AND HE IS THE CAPTAIN OF TH E TEAM AND ITS BEST PITCHER.
he is THE champion.

count of

10.

REGULAR

HARD FINISH

FINISH

Mu!tiKw,L.Wt.,20;Med;iiiii,8;

m

Biffing,

6

MultiKopy. LtWt., 16; Medium, 6; Buling,4

Write for Free Sample Sheet
nee It for 100 tottrre. Mention your name, firm'
dealer's name in writuitf lor sample.

Star Braid Typewriter Ribbom

name (or school) and

KSTiSS

e" without cloeciDg the type so as to show on the paper.

m

NEWZMEXICAN PRINTING

mm?'

1- -2,
1--

2,

25 cts ;
73 cts;

PRINTING CO.

AN

YOU

m

50

StRp iSd Ink, 25 cts per bottle.

j

m
m

23c
1.50
i--

SANTA FE, NKW
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50$
35c'
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matches from Horace Rice and S. N.
Doust, the Australians, In the Davis
The Califorcup tennis preliminary.
nian defeated his man in three straight
sets, while the brilliant young Harvard player lost one of the four sets
The play hi
played to his opponent.
both matches was brilliant but the
foreigners were unable to me.:t the
terrific service and clever placing of
the Americans.
R. II. Williams of Harvard won his
match with Captain S. M. Doust the
Australian oy o Hem iu i.
,
West Side Tennis Club, N. V., June

I

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, RE1KEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USINd RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

TENNIS

Work for the New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

i

mninixrw

most prominent candidates are Ad
PRELIMINARY
Wolgast, Bud Anderson and Freddie
Welsh of England, with whom Ritchie
West Side Tennis Club, New York,
fought a twenty round draw several
j
E. McLoughlin of
June
years ago.
California and R. N. Williams, the
won
their
Harvard player, today
JEST, 8 TO 1, WINS
EjiBom, England, June 6. The Cakes stakes, or "feminine derby," was
b.
won today by ,T. B. Joel s Jest.
Neumann's Depeche was second, and
Sir J. Robinson's Arda, third. There
were twelve entries in the race.
The starting prices were Jest, S to
1 against; Depeche, 20 to 1 against;
Arda, 100 to 8 against.

City

.

INTERNATIONAL

Seaton and Dooin; Hendrix anJ Si
raon, Kelly.

At Chicago
0
5 6
Boston
4 12 4
Chicago
Dickson and Whaling; Pierce and
San Francisco, Calif., June 6. The
match between
lightweight cham- Archer.
pion Willie Ritchie und Joe Rivers,
American Association,
who were to have fought July 4, was
declared off today. The men were
At Indianapolis
0 13 1
unable to come to terms on weight. Toledo
Ritchie would not do better than 134 Indianapolis
..2 7 6
at 9 o'clock in the morning and RivMerz and
Baskette, and Smith;
ers would not concede more than 134
two hours before the bout.
Ritchie, however, is sure of an op- WINS
ponent on the July date. The three

THE OAKES STAKES.

osrk

D. Wrenn,

One-li-

0

BOUT CALLED OFF

CHAMPION.

jpnnHMBHiMmiiianuMB

.WEBSTER'S
NEW

At Hoston- iChicngo
Boston
National

New

e

1

American

At New York
Cleveland
New York
Kahler, and Carisch;
'
Sweeney.

Metallic Cartridge Co.

n

299 Broadway

e'ni p.

j

WORLD'S

Arms-Unio-

Remington

j

Today's Games.

d

NEW

Arrow and Nitro Club Steel Linsd Expert
Shoot ReminBlon-VMfactory loaded shells lor Speed plus Pattern in uny make of shotgun

One-lin-

e

M'CARTY

The speed that breaks your targets nearer the
Btccl Lined
trap. That 8 why Kemmston-UM- 15l,
Shells have won 13 out of the
Handicaps held in
the last three years. '
"duck with a shorter
The speed that gets that
leadthat's why it takes over 50,000 dealers to handle the demu.id
for Remington- - UMC Steel Lined Shells.
The Shooting fraternity are speed wise. They know loose
cmokele6s powder won't drive shot. They know that the drive
depends on the compression.
shells is gripped in
The powder charge in Remington-UMsteel. This lining is designed to give the exact compression
necessary to send the load to the mark quickest. It insures
speed the same speed in every shell.
The steel lining js moisture proof no dampness can get through.
Jar proof no powder can get out. Waste proof no energy is lost.

WOMEN MEET FOR
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
Miss iU.org
( lenoove, L. I., June C
twic
liana M. Bishop, of Brooklyn,
tU title holder, and Miss Marlon Ilo'-- I
lii: i, of Westbrook, met on tiic. lir.ki
jln.re loday for the final round of th:
Women's Metropolitan Golf chaivpion--

American Association.
Columbus at Louisville.
Toleda at Indianapolis.
.Minneapolis at Milwaukee.
St. Paul at Kansas City.

panic-smitte-

a

Each and Every One a Speed Shell

!"T1

Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.
St. Louis at Washington.

right-hande-

cut iuti

Doust

.I,.,,
otn r prominent tennis i)ityei ntiru
us linesmen.
The one drawback to the conditions
war a puffy wind that blew down the
court from the south. When play be-- j
gan there were fully 4,000 present.

Where They Play Today

American League.
Chiacgo at Boston.

'i

Cubs
oodcme.

Thi- - Roir.iaijton

president of the
Lawn Tennis associa-not in iha roforap'a pllnir Slid

Robert

Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.

Berg-hamme-

CLUB

I!nied States

National League.
Boston at Chicago.

d

d

S. N.

SHOT

NITR1

Then the Australian opened up and
by skillful volleying and cross courting took three straight games from
and
Williams by scores of
Promptly at 2 o'clock McLoughlin
and Rice entered the courts together.
McLoughlin won the tots and served
from the south court with the wind
at bis back. The Californian won
the first game at love, Rice finding
McLoughlin's speedy play hard to
handle.
Rice's
M :oughIin broke through
servi ", winning the second, 4 to 1.
He .'"iily won the third game at love,
but Pice took the fourth after deuce
had Men called. The fifth was
at love. McLoughlin took
the i?i'.!h at 7 to 5 with a terrific cross
court rmash.
Fill ' score: McLoughlin 6; Rice 1.
Wir nns won the first and second
sets i his match with S. N. Doust.
The winner of this series will meet
the German team which defeated
France in yesterday's match at Wiesbaden.
The test Is the best three out of
five matches divided into four singles
and ene double match. The schedule
for today's play brought together M.
E.
(United States)
McLoughlin
against II. M. Rice (Australia,) and
(United
It.
Norris Williams II,

States), against

...

There are seven disapponitod and
dissatisfied clubs in the National
league. Philadelphia is the only team
that is going smoothly and is perfectly contented with its roster, writes W.A. Fhelan, in the (.fecinnati TimesStar. Brooklyn has begun to fall, and
liaving had a taste of high life, is wild
that will keep
to get
the club up among the nobility. . The
Giants can't seem to get going the
way they Bhould; McGraw has already
made one big deal with Cincinnati
and is ready for more. Stallings has
not done badly with his Bostons, but
they are falling now, and are in seventh position. The Cubs, after a slump,
are frantic for a change, and are ready
to make any sort of a deal (hat will
promise a little help. Huggins has
coaxed his Cardinals along in good
style, but they cannot last without a
boost. Pittsburgh is groping in a
vague, uncertain manner, and is ready
to talk trades. The Reds will keep at
trading as long as anyone will exchange with them.
Not only are the various managers
pager to strengthen their teams, but
they are willing to admit that many
players will do better in new locations
than with their present clubs, while
there are certain nests of rebellious,
dissatisfied players that must be broken up by transferring their individual
factors. What's more, all the ex
changing and shifting must be done
inside with the material already in
hand. The scouts have found precious
few promising stars among the brush,
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OTHERS AT INSTITUTE

(Owing to
festcd In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests its readers to
send In by mall (a postcard will do)
SUPERINTENDENT
ALSO A
WHITE
or by telephone (call "31") Items of
By doing so the readVISITOR-M- RS.
PATTERSON TALKS this column.
ers will confer a favor on the New
PROHIBITION-NATION
WIDE! Mexlcan and
thelr frlnds- Comsent Dy man should bear
implications
PEACE DISCUSSED BY
VAUGHN
the signature of the writer).

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business
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Your Patronage Solicited
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SHOWING!
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LOW PRICES!

neeted

eie- - V

with the stinu engineer'.

LOW PRICES

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
"
PHONE 180.
'M"'1
gracn company it you ao not gel
"""'
erod at the Institute this morning:
curious sight from the train cumin);
jX your paper and one will be de- Song, Soldier's Chorus, by Institute. :X livered to you at once.
Whcu the trains
.Xjiiown front
Solo, by Miss Alta Sanford.
enr t'liiimita a rl(?
X posed the river
Souk, "Old Black .lot," Institute.
was seen ill liouhli ;r; :ng n cross
Violin solo, Alias Ruth Safford.
Ralph Fasley leaves this afternoon 11. e stream, The iU w.w r, buggy
on
"Out
tlie
Sons,
Deep," Institute. for Kstaucia on business,
jwitli a team of horses tu,;l .Inven by
Address by Mrs. Katherine
INSURE Willi IIAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
:::
.1. P. Earickson
is in ili city for a a woman, The vehicle mcicd to lie
ifew days from Las Vegas.
vet noili.
oiilv hub doeu in the.
Mrs. Katherino Patterson, national!
Mrs. 1. U. Rami, who has been visit-- !
ins friends In Las Veiuis, returned their heads. Whether Hie animals!
superintendent of the W. C. T .U., w
the principal speaker at. tho morning home last evening
were mired, or liud lain down or were
exercises at the institute. She said
Walter O. Hoke, a well Known yotmR caught in the tjuick sand could not be
in part of her pleasure at being with ''anker of Las
Vegas, is trending the determined.
Several Indians were on
the teachers, that she considered day In the Ancient. City.
50x140 feet, situate in Modem Residence Section on
ti:e bunk ami were taking orf the coats
them responsible,
for
the
largely
Hoya Short, a Texan resident, has
to the appeals of the
South Side. An Ideal Site for
New Home, and the
j twenty
thousand names on the peti arrived in Santa Fe and will spend j,,,,,' answering
woman for aid. It was one of those
in Santa Fe. Act
best
tion presented to the state legisla- the summer in the old capital.
V if interested.
bargain
human sights that was like reading
ture, asking thai, prohibition be subMiss Kamona.Haca will go to Lamy tlu, ra.it j,,,, clo(i(, of .,
a
of
(.ll;ll)t(.r
mitted to the vote of the people. Also this afternoon to meet her mother,
story. The train moved out
of the work the Women's club was Mrs. F. P. Baca, who is returning C01!tim,ed
..
....j i...-- ,:
"le
In
to
make
the
of
helping
doing
T
city
from Washington
ftwnij, Capital City Bank Buildin;, Santa Fe. N. M.
'"
or,
Santa Fe the cleanly city, as well as
!h
Bolina Brown, of Seattle. !,":K,''"
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, II
WARD HAS it.
a H'lnipse
mut'1
"llu
Ixi
..
the chv beautiful, anil how nnicklv.
.!.
...t
the children responded when Sirs. day and will be the gm-s- of her sis- - from a car window.
The ninny friends of Paul
McFie went before the school and pro- Mrs. John Zook.
will he glad to learn that he
nosed the vigorous campaign against
B.
Miss Nettie
Wells of Pueblo, Cothe fly. She told of the commission lorado, is the guest of her brother, is improving from a recent illness.
.Mr. Wunsrhinaun
had the misfortune
In New York city who Investigated
c. M. Wells, disbursing clerk of the
to fall and Injure his leg, and has
and found that C5 per cent of the; state engineer's office.
A
been confined lo his room just, two
children in the public schools were
Mrs. P. V. Ilassmunson
left this
In seeking
to find the WOf,k fol. Mountainair. where she will weeks today.
defective.
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
cause, they discovered that nearly le. Pngagc,i for sev,, weeks tit her
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I haveafine
MUST WEAR PETTICOATS
every one of the parents of these lit- - profession of nursing,
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-graWITH SPLIT SKIHTS.
tie children used alcohol-eit- her
the, Mrs
w. ohldings entertained a
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
(I.
or
father
the mother, and sometimes ',,,.,,1
Women In
Juno
,
Indianapolis,
,..'
,,i'
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
both, while the 35 per cent that were htAee vesterilav afiernonn at her f"i"napolis who wear the new style
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
of split skirt also must wear under-sound In mind and body, wore the!Iuim(, OI,
wasliington street.
Children of total
the
and
arm
abstainers. This
garments,
squad
strong
Mrs. E. E. Frldav, Miss .Marjorie
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
of the police force have been asked to
II. C. VONTZ,
shows the need of faithfulness on the
Friday and Elmer, and Harold Rath-par- t
of every teacher, in teaching the
enforce the order, which wuh given
,oft lhIs mol.nini. for ourav. out
effects of alcohol as taught In our Colorado, where'
by .Superintendent of Police Mar-they will spend the
tin ,, Hayland today.
summer.
K.vo.vivf,..
The order was issued after
airs. Patterson spoke of the im
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Smith, grand-proved conditions In the school and parents of Mrs. Frank K Nuding are
Hayland hud received a letsuperior Qualifications of the teach- - here from Albuquerque and will re- - ter signed "The Ladies," and which
ers of today, compared with schools main
read as follows:
during the summer as guests in
and conditions of a few years ago.
"As we. know you are the highest
the Nuding home.
She also spoke of the great wave of
Mrs. Fannie Caca, who has been authority in the city, we. the ladies.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
Ul!lt you Proillmt
prohibition that is sweeping over the! visiting in Washington. I). ('., will
wearing of
land from Washington to Santa Fe, rive in Santa
sUirts
wltho,,t
!B,,!lt
undergarments,
Fe this evening. She
mentioning the position that the pres- - will be accompanied bv her niece. iWe "P t!la( '
will take this seri- ident, and his cabinet have taken on Miss Irene
ousij.
Hardin"
the question of total abstinence and
Hack
ReLines.
A. H. Hudspeth, the newly appointand ed United States
commending our own governor
BIG
GRADUATE
CLASS.
is
marshal,
busy
Best Rigs you
his wife, who have taken this high
qualifying for the office and filing his
position and are a worthy example for bond. He will formally take
tl.
hunJune
Colo.,
Three
SADDLE
Greeley.
PONIES.
TWO
AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
charge
the people of New Mexico to follow. of the office,
dred and sixty-onstudents were
probable tomorrow.
Phone
San
139.
310
Francisco
St.
Prof. ,T. H. Vaughn of the Agricul-- i
colfrom
the
state teachers
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. McGaffey and graduated
tural college at Las Cruces. gave a their four children arrived
in
the lege here yesterday.
on
nation
talk
wide
j very
interesting
city yesterday and this morning con
AVork for the New Mexican.
peace, anu pointed out tne import- tinued on their way to tho mounIt is
ance
of this great movement.
Con'
tains in southern Taos county, where working for you, for Santa Fe and
gratulated the teachers upon their efwill spend an extended vacation, the new state.
forts for improvement, and hoped the they
Angus
'
MeGillivray and family are
in behalf
of education
campaign
here this evening from their
would continue stronger and stronger expected
rnnch near Estancia and will visit gjiri njxruvnrLnuuia.rinjinxLaruTriTap
from year to year.
Mrs. McGillivray's parents. General
of
Public
Instruc and Mrs.
Superintendent
C. F. Easley, and spend a 5
We
You Money.
tion Alvan N. White was an interest few weeks
at their own home in this
ed visitor at the Institute.
5
214
Mrs. Mary B. Safford visited the in- city.
Miss Adelaide Hahn of Albuquer- - c
We
for
stitute during the opening exercises.
que, is visiting at the home of her j ?
NOW OPEN
Superintendent Conway made the sister, Mrs. F. E. Nuding, and will be
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
announcement that State SuperinNew Management.
Under
a
here throughout the summer, during
tendent Alvan N. White would address the absence
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
the institute tomorrow morning.
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
who are now in California for
Tomas Medina and Sixto Garcia aIlahn,
few months slay..
Clean
and
llltllMtlllllllllll
Everything
were appointed a committee for arWell Cooked.
Judge M. T. Moriarty, the founder!
ranging a program for Monday.
of the town of Moriarty, in Torrance
HAY
PRICES ARE RIGHT.
ROBERTS TESTIMONY
county, and well known throughout
Come and See.
htJtoifcU as HEARSAY. New Mexico, left this mornin for
M. O'CONNELL,
- - 116
wHsuingron, u. v., June 0. A sun- - W'ate.rburv. Connecticut, for a sum- MRS.EDYTH WILLIAMS,
Btantiai part ot the testimony given mer's stay, where he says he will
BCeinB8SEE3
E5H3ETi
MANACKIt.
by Percival Itoberts, Jr., in direct ex-- "learn some Yankee tricks."
animation for the defense at ths hear-Gus Koch and Frank Keefe, accoin- mjijinjimruTTLnjTJTrmiJTJTnjinnnju-dissolution Jpanied by their wives, took a trip up
ing of the government
suit against the United States Steel the Santa Fe canyon yesterday, and!
corporation was objected to by conn-- j enjoyed tthe day fishing and being in ajuiirLnjinruiruuurnjmr
sel for the government today as "hear- - the onen. Thev'eot I'.iirlv mmii si'rH 5
C
. . ..
say and secondary evidence."
.mess of trout, but not being anglers
Mr. Roberts, while insistent that .have not been ablfl to
DISTRIBUTOR OF
spin any large
his statements were correct, admitted
jsizod tales regarding the catch.
that he had acquired his information
Arthur Murphy left yesterday for
from 'others.
the jeCoS) where he will try to secure
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
accommodations near iJalton tor a
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
party of Beveral who are going there
water. Aent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
to spend some time in tho open fish-- ;
TELEPHONE 35 J
C
Santa Fe, New Mex.
ling and otherwise enjoying the bene
fits of the machless climate in
of
Where Quality Governs the Price New Mexico's great forest regions.
Mrs. W. J. Fugate of Las Vegas,
and Price the Quality
president of the State Federation of
Woman's clubs, and Mrs. Ada M. Ritt-ne- r
Jli; :1IIU
of Albuquerque, state treasurer of
the same organization, are in the city
today in consultation with the officers
Its not a new idea, but on;!
of the Santa Fe Woman's club rewell worth considering when j
garding the state meeting here in
Is now furnishing us
you buy your Groceries. The
September.
with her fresh HOME
A. W. Wormwood, a prominent fruit
purity and wholesomeness o't
all foods sold In our store !
raiser of Espanola, was in Santa Fe
MADE BREAD and
Is your best kind of Health
yesterday, on his way to Texas, to
ROLLS, PIE5, COFInsurance for you. Inferior!
close his contract with shippers in
FEE CAKES, LAYER
not
sold
are
We
that state for fruit deliveries this seaby v.
goods
leave that to thosw who wlsr
son. Mr. Wormwood says that the
CAKES, Etc., every
to take chances.
HIGH
prospects for a good crop this year
hour in the day. If
are excellent, although it may not be
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
you have tried them
quite as good as it was last year.
$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
Denver,
.
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
Thomas C. Closson, who was graduwe need say no more,
I
we
which
want
our
ated
from the new Military institute
upon
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden,
but if you have not,
40.00
Pueblo, .
Please I
this last commencement, is the third
reputation to rest.
remember this.
get busy, you don't
graduate from Santa Fe who has re
51.85 St. Louis
47.35
Chicago, .
turned home for the season.
Mr.
know what you have
Closson is every inch a soldier in apbeen missing.
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
St. Paul, .
pearance, and one of those who must
RECEIVED
have attracted the attention of AdjuNew York,
78.85 Atlantic Citv, . . 79.3o H
Brookes when he spoke
load of atantfewGeneral
Fresh
days ago in complimentary
Vegetables Daily
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
Boss
terms of the fine body of young men
31st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
who were graduated from the state
return limit is 60 days from date of saleFOODS
Rui-mir- a.
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CITY LOTS FOR SALE
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I

DON DIEGO ADDITION.

I

j

'

j

$50.00 Down,

Balance, $10.00 Per Month J
Warranty Deed 1913 Taxes Paid.
J

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS-LOA-

j

tre
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i

JOSEPH

,

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

B.

HAY WARD,

MANAGER,

" Un..

i
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W'uns-chmau- n

WHY BE BAKED OVER

HOT STOVE?

j

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

Day or Night Plione,

66-6-

de

j

i

FUNERAi DIRECTORS

1

I

JO Main.

Next Door to Postoffice,

JEWELER,

;,.

1

Super-inlemle-

1

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

j

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

(JASPER ST.

Telephone

""4Hl!K

I

THE STAR BARN

j

i

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

9 W

THE AMERICAN

i

GENERAL LIVERY

and Baggage
stocked.

power of

first-cla-

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

Water-Mar-

(Fac-Simi-

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
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military institution this year.
Prof. J. H. Vaughn of the. State Agr-- i
cultural college at Las Cruces, who
has been attending the Colfax county
institute at Raton arrived . here last.
night and made an address before tho
Santa Fe county institute this morning. Prof. Vaughn does not get into
Santa Fe as often as he used to and
was glad to see his many friends here

today. He is on his way to Carlsbad
to attend the Eddy county Institute,
and State Superintendent Alvan N.
White, will probably accompany him
and postpone his visit to San Juan
county, until a little later.
J. W. Johnson returned yesterday
from the country adjacent to Taos
where he has been on business con-
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by him to his wife. On August 22, 'purposes of this case, and made during last year and the assessments will be
1911 Mrs. Napoleon conveyed to James the year 1913. Upon this latter theory
equalized with less difficulty. The
above mentioned :on.ly can a reason be discovered why commissioners will close their sesLopez, the
and on May 25, 1912, Jauios Lopez receipts given in 1912 bear the date sion
today.
conveyed to Thomas De Lallo, one of 1913. It is not according to human
the defendants. It is sought to de--j experience that parties in giving the Endorse Governor's Position Regard''
clare this property to belong to the 'year name a succeeding year.
The
ing Salaries.
bankrupt. 1 am of opinion that this most reasonable conclusion as to why
At a nonpolitical meeting held at
contention of the referee should, upon a receipt given in 1912 should be Monument recently in Eddy ' county,
the facts, be sustained. The testimony dated in 1913 is that the receipt was Governor McDonald was heartily enSola Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
is convincing that the various trans- not written in 1912 at all, but written dorsed for the position which he has
fers of this property, originating with in 1913. In explanation of these var- taken concerning the county salary
and
bulk
in
seeds
packages
field
4
41 F ALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, farden
the bankrupt and ending with the ious circumstances reflecting upon bill. The meeting also approved and
conveyance to De Lallo, were color- the good faith of this transaction there endorsed the action of the members
Fe
able and for the purpose of with is no word of testimony from the de- - of the legislature who supported the
The only exclusive grain house in
holding this property from the claims pendant Do Lallo, although in attend governor.
of creditors. The conveyance from Na- - ance, he did not go upon the Btand
New Fire Proof Safe.
poleon to his wife was clearly char- - or submit any statement on bis own
Black
Phone
acterized by an intention to create a behalf. Of course, if no case appeared
A new fire proof safe
Phone Black
has been
secret trust in favor of Napoleon. against him, he was not called to make placed in the office of the state encona defense where one was unnecessary. gineer for the use of disbursing clerk,
There is some testimony that he
veyed it to his wife because of illness The present record, however, in my C. M. Wells, which is a needed addiand in order to save expenses of ad- - judgment, questions seriously his good tion to the files for securely keeping
ministration in case of his death. How- iith, and, in the absence of anything records of importance.
ever, he recovered and the mainten- adequate to meet this, the court is conance of the title in his wife's name strained to the view that in this tran- Homestead Contest Referred to the
Land Office.
impresses me as 'resulting from a de saction with Lopez, he did not become
sire not to create her the owner of the a bona fide holder for value.
The contest case of David Valverde
This
property, but to prevent creditors view is strengthened by the testimony vb, Benina Cordova involving the right
from reaching it by legal process. This of James Lopez upon the present hear to a homestead, which was mentioned
Old-Ty- pe
Rim-cutti- ng
of
23
ts shown by repeated statements from itng to the effect that he te'd De Lullo in the New Mexican as
being before
Napoleon, since the date of the trans- what his interest was In the property, United States Commissioner M. T.
That he had acquired it for Dunlavy last Wednesday, for the purfer to his wife, indicating a claim of
ownership by him in the property. this alleged J700 loan to Mrs. Napo- pose of taking testimony, has been reTo save you further,
Mid. Napoleon, iu making the deed of Icon, and the assumption of the taxes ferred to the United States laud office
And skimpy
Jas. ;md the Miguel Chavez mortgage. This in this city, and may go later to Washwe offer real tire
August 22, 1911, to her
statement to him by Lopez would na- ington for final settlement.
size.cost
Iopez, stated to the notary. Sir.
.
,
service.
who is a very reliable witness, turally have caused him to f,sk Mrs.
more.
users even
as follows: "You know that my hus- Napoleon and the bankrupt himself as
Lake Sharette Irrigation Project
We guide men in
band owes a man over somewhere in to the exact status of the title. My
Robert L. Cooper, civil engineer,
No Rim-Ctires
We
tire up keep.
Colorado for the goods that he bought view is that this is exactly what he will
go to Lake Sharette, near Springfor the store he was carrying on at did and that when he acquired this
And
can't rim-cu- t.
for the state engineer, to
er,
means
them
supply
that time, and he had not paid him, property he did it under an arrange- looktoday,
over the proposed irrigation pro
10
cent,
are
ment
with
we
per
the
which
lose
our
and
are afraid we will
No-Ri- m
for quick reapris.
they
Napoleons by
Cut
ject, that will be put in there under
property and we want to transfer it they were ultimately to be the bene- the Carey act, and which is a private
oversize. Today they
A good many men
to Jim." This statement from Mrs. ficiaries of his holding the title. While
enterprise of considerable magnitude.
far outsell all others
Napoleon not only shows the charac in cases of this character the conclus Mr.
us credit fo
give
Cooper will make a thorough ex
WITHOUT
WITH OR
of
court
.'ions
be
based
the
must
of
the
between
ter
her
transaction
largely
because of these big
amination and report to the state enmuch of their
mosaving
circumstantial
upon
and
and
husband
the
also
evidences,
but
herself,
TREADS.
the project.
tive inspiring the transfer to James while, of course, this character of tes- gineer concerning
savings.
tire expense.
is
not
oftea 'entirely satisfacLopez. The latter claims that the timony
Geological Reports Show Dry.
transfer was made to him by Mrs. tory, yet upon the present proofs it
Glenn A. Gray, in charge of the Unit- halifivoH
thai a aofrol Irnul aa In
Napoleon because she owed him $700, !;
re- and in the hearing before this court in IM Rtnno nmnonv ovtfoH in k.i.if M States geological survey here,
his
the bankruptcy proceedings, aB well of the bankrupt from the date of his )orts that observations taken by
as in the hearing before tha referee conveyance to his wife in 1910, up to cmce snow mai uie iuu unuun m
is five feet lower this year at the presin that proceeding.
Lopez testified May 25, 1912. two months rfter
WOOD-DAVI- S
had been adjudged bankrupt, ent time than it was at a correspondMrs.
that the deed made to him
measureThe
last
year.
Napoleon on August 22, 1911, was pure and that this secret trust continued lug period
showed 14,000 second
MEXICO.
SANTA
ly to secure this loan of $700. and was fte; the vesting of the legal title in ment las year
thus in effect a mortgage. His more DeLallo, and was subject to attack feet at this time In 1912, and the pres.
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ent measurement only shows some
1900 second feet. The tributaries to
the Rio Grande are all low except the
Chama river, which is about the same
that it was last year, as shown by the
records from the stream gages. Speaking of the rain falls, Mr. Gray says
that it is noteworthy that the rains
at present have been much more frequent and heavy east of here than in
this vicinity. A recent letter from the
big ranchman, George Webster, who
is owner of the Urraca ranch, indicate
that the rainfalls in the neighborhood
oil Cimarron and Springer have been
heavy and plentiful. The same condition prevails about' Fort Sumner.
Dropped Him Like a Hot Potato,
The following bit of testimony was
culled from the records of a recent
cattle case that is before the final
court of adjudication for settlement.
The opposing counsel was cross examining a witness, as follows.
CJ.
The matter was a little more
fresh In your mind then than it Is
now?
A. I don't know that it w;;s.
Q. Have you been thinking it over
a good deal since?
A. I have not been trying to forget it.
The lawyer got next to himself in an
instant and dropped the witness as if
he had been a hot potato.
Albuquerquc-Jeme-

Road Survey.
from
engineer,

z

J. P. Monty, civil

the state engineer's office, leaves tonight to begin the survey ot the pro
posed state road from Albuquerque to
the Jemez Springs. About $C000 has
been raised for the new undertaking,
which will be built by subscriptions
fiom those Interested personally, and
by the state, jointly.

6, 1913.

PANAMA HATS
AT

A BIG

owing to an
AND DRESS
ON
price.
10, 20 and 25
forget to get
elsewhere.

DISCOUNT

overstock. TAILORED
HATS greatly reduced in
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
per cent discount. Don't
prices before purchasing

MISS A. MUGLER
PLAZA.

SOUTHEASTCORNER

Bread, pies, cakes, cookies,
and
baked beans,
home made candy. Do not forget the
time, place and "goodies." Come early
and avoid the rush as the sales are
worth while to those who are customers of these sales. Why not be our
customer Satuday, June 7th
Dr. L. F. MurDr. Murray Wedded
ray and bride arrived home last evening and are staying at the De Vargas
Dr. Murray was
for a short time.
married May 20th, to Miss Iva U Toll
at Des Moines, Iowa. Following the
wedding they spent several days in
various points in Iowa, later going to
St. Paul and Minneapolis.
Shortly
they will be at home at the Bishop
residence on Federal place.
o'clock.

talads,

nut-brea-

IPUBLIC HEARINGS MAY BE
HELD ON CURRENCY REFORM.

Washington, D. C, June 6. Currency reform hearings of the house
banking committee may be made public. Representative Lindberg of Min
nesota, moved today to make them bo.
Chairman Glass .attempted to table his
motion and was defeated overwhelm;
ingly.
Work for the New Mexican.
working for you, for Santa Fe
the new state.

It

Foreign Company Licensed.
Stock company, of Colorado, has filed articles
and been granted a certificate of admission to do business in New Mexico Do you realize the fact that thousands of
women are now using
by the corporation commission. The
principal place of business in the stato
will be at Chama, and the state statutory agent is E. B. Pound, of that
place. The new company will do a
general ranch business in Rio Arriba
A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
'county. It is capitalized for $23,000.
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
Hydrographers Repairing Cable.
J. E. Powers and H. J. Dean, of the pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceraUnited States geological survey office, tion, caused by female ills? Women who
are at the Arroyo Hondo today, look- have been cured say "it is worth its
'
ing after the repairing of a cable weight in gold. ' Dissolve in water and
above the Hondo, which is used in con- apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
nection with the measuring of the wa- E. Pinkhara Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private cor- ter at that place.
j respondence
with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it. naa
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
Is about advertising subscriptions or
job work, please call up "286." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 "

The Azotea Land and

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

LOCAL ITEMS.

INSURANCE

Zook's Cold Cream is fine for sun-

burn or windburn. Take a jar wfth
you on your vacation.
Did you ever try one of those
pumpkin pies that you can buy from
the sale Saturday, June 7th, at Mr. T.
Z. Winter's grocery store.
$1.00 a Couple Tickets for the
Senior dance will be $1.00 a couple
and not $1.00 a piece as was stated
in the notice printed yesterday. The
dance will be held next Tuesday ev-

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

ening.
FOR SALE All kinds of building
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
Whether you need a large or a
small hot water bottle, you will find
the size you want at Zook's.
Do not forget to come early as this
United States Bank Building
sale will open Saturday morning at 10 Office
(FIRST KLOOK)
o'clock sharp. Three ladies to wait
who has purchased the Insuron you and see that you are treated
ance Business of the L. A.
right. Ladies Aid society of the St
John's church.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
Fergusson on Three Committees
good companies, good protection
In the list of Democratic committee
assignments of the national house of
representatives, recently made public,
the name of Harvey B. Fergusson appears on three committees, namely,
public lands, irrigation of arid lands,
and expenditures in the department
of justice.
Serious Sickness calls for a consultation with your doctor at once. The
next important step is to take his prescription straight to- Zook's where It
will be filled right.
Home Cooking Sale The Ladies'
Aid society of the St. John's Methodist
ALL WORK GUARANTEED,
church will give another one of those
good home cooking 'sales Saturday
AND SANTA FE
morning, June 7th, at Mr. T. Z. Wint- ALBUQUERQUE
er's grocery store, commencing at 10
(Montezuma Hotel)

FRANK M. JONES,

See Johnson
The Roofman
For Leaky Roofs

Start Saving Tire Expenses
the

HOW DO YOU DO

BLE HARDWARE STORE, and their customers,
I shall
appear In this space from time to time

'

and explain to you piece by piece what really

tires-barely- rated

son-in-la-

constitutes good hardware.

Del-gad-

Good Year
Tires

NON-SKI-

.

SS lit

The more you will know about dependable
hardware the more you will trade at YOUR REtime
STORE.
LIABLE HARDWARE
Every

they will mark their prices aown on some articles, I shall not fail to let you know.
As seeing is believing, they will place the sub
ject of my dissertations in their windows; this will convince the
don't fail to look for
skeptical. If you want to get "Hardware-wise"- ,
me every time you take this paper it will pay you.
I trust you will be
glad to meet me again. Good-by- e

Us Show You How.

HARDWARE CO.

FE, NEW

m

?

How did you do without me? I am the "Hard,
ware Man" and at the request of YOUR RELIA-

j

t:

I

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

j

Per Cent
Ruins
Clincher Tires.

is

and

BEAGHAM-MIGNARDQ-

T

Watch for me.

HARDWARE

CO.,

YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE.
PHONE I59J.

SANTA FE, N. M.

